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Outline of Avio Micro Resistance Welder

Avio Offers Welding Solutions Based on
Our Wide Product Portfolio and Welding Know-how.

Nippon Avionics Co., Ltd. has been engaged in the technology for joining part to part which is indispensable in
“MONOZUKURI (art of manufacturing)" for electronic components, electronic equipment and automobile. Among other
things, our resistance welding technology and products which “join metal to metal" that we have accomplishments and
experiences over a half century are being used and highly appreciated in various industries.
Furthermore, the recent trend for miniaturization, higher performance and clean energy of the electronic equipment,
represented by mobile gears, is accelerated, and as a result, material, shape and size of object for resistance welding
are being diversified.
Avio will continue to offer most suitable joining solutions satisfying the customers’ requirement in a timely manner in the
manufacturing industry where technical innovation is phenomenal.

What is Resistance Welding?

What is resistance welding which “joins metal to metal"? How can two metals be joined together?
The word “resistance” in “resistance welding" means to resist against certain movement forward. It is associated with heating
as in the case of friction heat when a brake is applied.
As seen in the resistance welder model, figure on the right page, electric current is applied while a pressure is applied.
When the electric current tries to advance in a metal, a heat is generated by the resistance of the metal itself and the resistance
at the joining section.
The joining section between two metals, in particular, will generate more heat because of higher resistance, and as a result, the
two metals are melted and joined together.
This method of joining two metals utilizing resistance heat is called resistance welding.
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Resistance Welding Model Temperature Distribution at the Welding



  

 
Welding Head & Electrode

How the electrode contacts the object to be welded (how to apply the current) is determined by the shape or structure of the object.
Furthermore, shape and material of the electrode and the applied pressure are also important factors in resistance welding.

Basic Configuration of Resistance Welder and Role of Each Part.

Resistance welder sandwiches an object to be welded by the welding electrodes, and
applies electric current while applying a pressure.

Welding Power Supply:  It controls the magnitude, time and waveform of electric current

Welding Transformer :    It converts the electric current from the power supply to a larger current

Welding Head :               It controls the pressure to be applied

Welding Electrode :        It contacts the object to be welded to apply pressure and electric current

* In addition to the above, we have various monitors which measure electric current or applied pressureResistance Welding Model
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  Inverter Type

High Productivity by HighSpeed Welding

This model is the highly efficient welding power supply that adopted an inverter. It responds to the change during welding at real
time by fast feedback. The highly stabilized welding current generated by the power supply is optimal to the resistance welding for
precision electronic parts.

NRW-lN4200/NT-lN440O
NRW-lN8400/NT-lN8400
NRW-lN8400A/NT-IN8444
NRW-lN16K4/NT-lN16K4

Multi-transformer System

- Multi control mode (constant-current, voltage, power)
- Pre-weld check function
- Long-time welding (maximum 3sec)
- Graphic display of welding waveform on large LCD
- Multi monitoring function
- Welding waveform-memory function



  Inverter Type

Optimized System for Fusing
As it is controlled by the amount of deformation, the highly reliable joints can be achieved.

 Displacement Monitor QC-200 Force Monitor QC-100

Refer to P14 for detail of the specification.

For Welding of High Conductivity Materials

Welding of
Copper (Cu)
Bus Bar

Transformer for
integration
into Equipment

Option

A current sensor is additionally required.



  Digital Force Gauge

Compact Light Weight and Handy Type
FG-400 & TJ series

FG-400 and TJ series are sold separately.

- Compact arid Light Weight
- 3 ways Power Supply
- Display Hold Function is Equipped
- Easy Zero Adjustment Function
- Automatic Recognition of the Type of Sensor
- Judgment Function (Hi & Low) is Equipped

Pressure Sensor for Incorporation into Equipment

Calibration certificate for FG-400 is not free of charge. Please ask sales representative for quotation.

A pusher is optionally required for integration into the Welding Head.

Example for integration of the
sensors into the Welding head



  Welding Monitor

Realtime Monitoring of Displacement and Force

 Force Monitor QC-100 Displacement Monitor QC-200

- Selectable Display: Digital or Graphic
- Easy Automation by Combination with System Head
- Easy QC by Enhancement of Communication Function
  (Output of Measured Value & Monitoring Result)
- Easy Installation of Force Sensor
- High Accuracy Measurement for Displacement of Welding  
  Material

Welding Monitor QC-440

Calibration certificate for QC-440 is not free of charge. Please ask sales representative for quotation.

- Wave Analysis by Graphic Display
  (High Speed Sampling at 2000 times/sec)
- Measurement & Judge by 2 Conditions for Welding Process
  (Measurement & Judge for Before/After Welding)
- Trigger by Applied Force or Displacement can be Set



System Head Accessory

Base and Stage

Base
NA-301
NA-302P

Leveling Stage 11X-BS-F Stage 11X-BS

XYT Stage 11X-BS-F-MM

Weld Cable

Ex ：SFC - 60 - 500 - DD - 99

Length: 100mm Step         Terminal Shape: D, L, DP

Material: SFC, WRC, FMC, EFC                                       Hole Size: 7, 9mm

                                              Square: 22, 60, 66, 120mmSQ

Pallet
S302-MP
S-MP

  Accessory

Electrode Accessory

System Head Basic
Configuration

Straight Type Shift Type

System Head
Basic Configuration

Lower Holder Accessory

Lower Holder
S12X-16BHD

Lower Holder
Base
12X-B-F

Lower Electrode Stage
143-BS

Compacting Unit



  System Head

Opposed Type

Parallel Gap Type Series Typ

Stabile Pressurizing by the Small and High Performance Head



  Welding Head

Welding Head

General Purpose Type
NA-60A

High Pressurization Type
NA-72

Horizontal Pressurization Type
NA-184

 Hand Piece Type NA-54A, NA-54LA, NA-57A, NA-58A

 NA-60A is general purpose weld
head which application is widened
from various kinds --
of electronic parts
that require reliability
and accuracy, that
is, switches, relay
contacts, watches,
components among
camera etc. and
various kinds of
mechanical parts.

NA-72 is suited to the welding of the
mechanical parts or
thick wtranded wires
that need more strong
electrode force.

NA-184, a high rigid head with left and
right electrode drives independently,
achieves a stable welding quality.
Load cell and Displacement sensor
are easy to be integrated into this unit,
and can be used
as a head of
automatic welder.

* A Stand is an option.

*1 Option
*2 Power Source 1 AC100 V  Applicable hose  Internal diameter 0:6 mm

The welding machine series of various handy types are arranged to weld a difficult object to weld by a fixed type
weld head like at a jamming area.
No side-to-side rocking motion of electrodes. Operable with light power
due to its compact and lightweight size.



  

·  Motor drive with 1μm resolution supports precise welding
·  It is equipped with a pressure stability function to keep the pressure stable and to improve the quality of welding
·  It reduces pressure damage by using a position control function during welding
·  It reduces heat damage by using high pressure/low temperature welding processes with a max. 300 N force
   (When NA-202P is used)
·  It provides intuitive operation by colour touch panel and lever jog switch 
· S oft-landing process with a slow moving speed of 0.1mm/sec is provided
· Seven operation conditions can be saved

Motor Drive, Air Drive and Manual Drive  

Air Drive Manual Drive
Speed Controller

Air Cylinder

Drive Unit

Foot Pedal

Drive Unit

Motor Drive & Controller

Touch Panel
Display

NA-221, NA-222 NA-231

CNT-320A         NA-201P    NA202P      CNT-310       NA-201

Drive Unit



  Welding Electrode

* This table is intended to be a guideline only, and it should not be interpreted as guaranteeing the welding result.
   Please feel free to consult with us as we will be pleased to sample test for you.
* RWMA for the electrode material indicates the specifications by The Resistance Welding Manufacturing Alliance

Weldability by Resistance Welding for Each Material

Weld-
ability

Electrode

Special
Note

Electrode

Weldability
A  Excellent
B  Very good
C  Good
D  Acceptable
E  No good
H  Very bad
K  Unacceptable

Alloy Components of Electrode
II    Cu-Cr-Zr (RWMA-2)
III   Cu-Ni-Be (RWMA-3)
IV  Cu30%-W70% (RWMA-11)
V   W100% (RWMA-13 40%)
     M0100%

Special Note
1   Having enough welding strength
2   Possible to weld under a special condition
3   Not enough welding strength
4   Generating a stick instead of a nugget
5   Welding conditions should be adjusted precisely
6   Clean electrode generates no stick
7   Scrubbing before welding
8   Flat electrode to prevent deforming
9   Coating has a chance to melt or burn
10 Pay attention on polarity



  Welding Electrode

 Materials of Electrode

The list below shows rough standards to choose materials for an electrode, though it may be changed according to its surface
treatment or dimensions.

RWMA stands for The Resistance Welding Manufacturing Alliance
IACS stands for International Annealed Copper Standard

ShapeElectrode
Number

AH*
Electrode
Number

Electrode
Number

Electrode
Number

Shape ShapeShape AH*AH*AH*

* Applicable Weld Head
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